Below are select items from the Area Operating Plan defining, in part, Stevens Pass’ rights and responsibilities for safe operation of the Winter Resort. For complete text of the Area Operating Plan, please contact Stevens Pass.
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B. Responsibilities - The responsibility for public health and safety within the administrative ski area boundaries is the permittee’s.

b) Public Use of Mountain – Public use may be restricted when conditions exist that may pose hazards to the public, authorized structures and developments, or the lands and waters inside the permit area. (See “Rules of use” on page 12, section V, F, for details)

V. F. Rules of Use – The Ski Area may remove/trespass persons from the permit area for the following acts/behaviors:

   Actions likely to cause harm to self or others such as violation of closed areas, reckless/hazardous behavior on the slopes, including but not limited to reckless jumping, out-of-control skiing or boarding, uphill traffic, excessive speed in designated slow areas. Unauthorized construction of jumps or obstacles;